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About This Content

71 of your favorite Hidden Folks mouth sounds, including but not limited to:

BeepBoop03.mp3
Camel03.mp3

Cat02.mp3
Dog05.mp3
Fart03.mp3

GorillaExited02.mp3
Help03.mp3
Huh02.mp3

Klaxon06.mp3
Monkey02.mp3

Monstertruck05.mp3
PartyFolks11.mp3

Pling01.mp3
Roar03.mp3

Salesman01.mp3
Satelite01.mp3
Sheep04.mp3
Snake02.mp3
Snore03.mp3
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Tap01.mp3
Toot02.mp3
Tring02.mp3

Wbwbwb02.mp3
Woohoo05.mp3

... and many more!!!

This pack was yelled out by Adriaan de Jongh and Sylvain Tegroeg, and volume-corrected by Martin Kvale.

Once purchased, find all sounds on your computer by following the steps on this page:
https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=6685-WAZN-5747
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Update: On level 4, I think I almost beat it, but the game has broken my will to live, this game is HARD!

Played the demo a few times and snagged the game. Playing through the first few levels I'm really enjoying this game. It
certainly has the retro feel to it. It is certainly getting harder and still loving it. How did I miss this title? If you are looking for
an old school game and want something new, with a challengeI HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS. Here is my experience with the
demo if you are curious:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GS5IuxF4uNo. I honestly don't know what to say about this one. On one hand, I really
liked the environment and music, and I liked that the puzzles were thought provoking and not just all frustrating like in many
ND games. On the other hand, the character development was poor, there were hardly any calls to make, and I literally beat the
game with little difficulty in like 3 hours. I probably would recommend if it was longer. May be a good first Nancy Drew,
although it might just turn you off to the whole series. It's cheap enough that you may as well try it, I suppose.. Pros:
- runs smoothly
- a lot of different rulings
- easy to navigate
- Tons of setting u can change to suit ur liking
.......
Cons:
There are no people playing this game XD .. the multiplayer is useless without people..... people of the internet where are u?
. so infinite warfare on pc you only have people playing teamdeath match. what about the other modes this is pathetic! waste of
money im about done with the call of duty franchise no other gamemode works unless you want to wait in a lobby for 30mins
and play 1 2 3 i declare a thumb war with yourself. LETS TAKE THE NEXT STEP GAMERS AND DEVELOPERS LETS
MERGE ALL THE SYSTEMS CONSOLES PCs AND PUT THEM ALL ON 1 ONLINE MEGASERVER SO THAT ALL
THE PLAYERS ARE COMBINED AND PLAY EACH OTHER ITS POINTLESS TO HAVE 1 SYSTEM PLAYING
ONLINE ONLY AGAINST THERE SYSTEMS LETS MERGE THE RACES ONLINE ONCE AND FOR ALL WHOS
WITH ME!!!!!!! SO INSTEAD OF HAVEING 2000 PLAYERS ONLINE THERE WILL BE 200000 CROSS MULTIPLE
PLATFORMS. LETS TAKE THE LEAP!!! THIS IS THE FUTURE MY FRIENDS IT WILL HAPPEN!. It looked like a lot of
fun, but ended up being a very clunky controlled GTA clone. It looks better on the eyes compared to Hotline Miami, but
controls nowhere near. I used a gamepad, and tinkered with the mapping using Controller Companion. The fighting & gunplay
was just way too clunky. It is very much a very inferior clone of GTA 1. I had no fun with this. However, if they improved the
controls and targetting when fighting, it could have potential.. The textbook example of a shallow flash game. Do not be fooled
by the premise pitched to you on the store page, this is a very simple AFK game with one best way to play soon made clear. The
majority of your time will be spent wishing you could do something about the disgusting elevator pathing, followed by waiting,
followed by more waiting and finally learning that you can use in-game cheat codes to rapidly cap the rest of the waiting based
achievements before banishing this one from your backlog. It is not worth the asking price, it is not worth an on sale price, it is
not worth more than your initial load and mess around session.

Please remember that your time has a value and that value is typically more than a few dollars an hour.. Needs and deserves
more players!
One thing: The price might be a bit too high for the product. Otherwise a great game. Easy to pickup and quite hard to master..
Decent quality and amount of content for the price.
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nice. It is very well done, with nice animations and decent sound. I find it a bit too frustrating at times, but if you like a
challenge, it's worth a shot.

. Pretty addictive game with quite a bit of depth and attention to detail. Dev seems pretty active and i look forward to seeing
what else gets added to the game. Definately worth the buy.. When I heard this was on the auction block, I seriously wondered
how much it would go for. Was saddened when it disappeared into the maw of Atari, never to be seen again. Until now!

This may be the best strategy game that nobody played, and it just begs for a modern port for touchscreen devices. It's just an
awesome strategy game with simple controls, and a depth that really grows on you over time. Yeah, the graphics are nothing
special, they looked 10 years old when the game launched 10 years ago. The multi-player is LAN only. The voiceover accents
are cheesy. It doesn't matter.

You play by launching one of 18 nodes onto the battlefield, scorched eath style. Every node costs energy, and is connected to the
node that launched it by a chain. If a node is destroyed, the nodes launched from it are destroyed in a chain reaction. There's the
skill of placement, the tactics of deciding what to launch, and the strategy of resource management and the fog of war. There's
never been another game quite like it, before or after. And that's sad. But at least you can still play this, even on Windows 8.1,
64 bit.

Penny Arcade's effusive love for this game is still as relevant today:
http:\/\/penny-arcade.com\/2002\/06\/11

As this is an old game, there's not a lot of handholding. The challenge mode works as a tutorial, but you really should read the
manual. Seriously.

It shows that this was a labor of love by a developer otherwise known for children's games. They must have polished this sucker
in the back room for years playing amongst themselves. I've no idea how they made the pitch for this game work, but I'm still
glad they did. Personally, I bought this just to convince Rebellion that a modern port is worth their time, this is one of the few
game CDs that I've kept on the shelf since I bought it, and carefully re-installed on every new machine.. Game is tedious and
monotonous, and I say that as someone who plays Marathon speed games of Civ and Extended Timeline EU 4. Lots of waiting
with nothing going on, but unlike Civ or Eu4, you don't get notificaiton\/pause popups when something finally happens. Spent 2
hours last night just moving good and people back and forth with 30s - 1 min of waiting for a ship to arrive punctuated by 2s of
clicking. For TWO HOURS. Yeah, don't bother.. Played for a while, found it pretty entertaining. Though I came about far too
late to enjoy the arcade experience this game is trying to emulate, it's still an enjoyable scrolling shooter.

I like the novel idea of being able to continue after your ship is shot down (even though it took a few seconds after it happened
for me to even realize it; I should probably do more reading before I play a game).
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